Investigating the biomarker potential of glycoproteins using comparative glycoprofiling - application to tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases-1.
Cancer-induced alterations of protein glycosylations are well-known phenomena. Hence, the glycoprofile of certain glycoproteins can potentially be used as biomarkers for early diagnosis. However, there are a substantial number of candidates and the techniques for measuring their biomarker potential are limited, calling for new methods. Here, we have investigated the cancer marker potential of the glycoprofile of tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase-1 (TIMP-1) using a method for comparative glycoprofiling. Glycoprofiles were obtained from plasma TIMP-1 of five healthy donors and five colorectal cancer (CRC) patients showing increased amounts of TIMP-1. Furthermore, the TIMP-1 glycoprofiles of media from two colon cancer cell lines (CCC) and a prostate cancer cell line were determined as disease references. TIMP-1 was purified from IgG-depleted samples using immuno affinity and gel electrophoresis and the glycoprofiling was performed using glycopeptide enrichment and mass spectrometry. The heterogeneous glycoprofiles of TIMP-1 were found to be highly conserved among the healthy donors, proving an ideal candidate marker and showed high reproducibility of the method. Numerous CCC-specific TIMP-1 glycans were observed illustrating cancer-induced changes. Unexpectedly, quantitation revealed that the glycoprofiles of healthy donors and CRC patients varied minimally. Considering the increased CRC TIMP-1 levels and the observed CCC-specific glycans, the lack of variation indicates that the increased amount of CRC TIMP-1 is not a direct product of the cancer cells. Hence, the TIMP-1 glycoprofile holds no biomarker potential for CRC when using plasma as the sample origin. This study clearly illustrates that the technique is capable of performing individualised site-specific glycan analysis and representing a new tool for biomarker investigation of low-abundant glycoproteins.